ACCOMODATION

Be it a shared flat ('WG'), a flat of your own, or rooms in student houses - Weimar has the right accommodation to offer for everyone.

Student houses

A cheap, but fairly limited option are the student houses run by the Studentenwerk Thüringen. Normally, these are single rooms in shared flats, but there are also a limited number of single apartments. Since there is only a small number of rooms and apartments available, early application is advisable.

Rooms in shared flats

The so called 'WG-Zimmer', a room in a shared flat, is the classic among accommodation options for students. You can find available rooms on the notice boards in the LISZT UNIVERSITY, on our online notice board, or on the electronic notice board hosted by the Bauhaus University.

Your own flat

If you prefer living in your own flat, you can find accommodation through the commonly used online portals (look out for any extra fees you may be charged!), on the notice boards mentioned above, or through the ‘Weimarer Wohnstätte', the city’s official housing bureau. Here too, it is advisable to start your search early.